
.AY LANGUAGEAND LITERATURE.

The Malay language is a member of the Malaj^an section of

the Malayo-Polynesian class of languages, but it is by no
means a representative type of the section which has taken its

name from it. The area over which it is spoken comprises the

peninsula of Malacca with the adjacent islands (the Rhio-
Lingga Archipelago), the greater part of the coast districts of

Sumatra and Borneo,, the seaports of Java, the Sun da and
Eanda Islands. It is the general medium of communication
throughout the archipelago from Sumatra to the Philippine Is-

lands, and it was so upwards of three hundred and fifty years

ago when the Portuguese first appeared in those parts.

There are no Malay manuscripts extant, no monumental re-

cords with inscriptions in Malay, dating from before the

spreading of Islam in the archipelago, about the end of the 13th
century. By some it has been argued from this fact that the

Malays possessed no kind of writing prior to the introduction

of the Arabic alphabet (W. Robinson, J. J. de Hollander) ;

whereas others have maintained, with greater show of probabi-

lity, that the Malays were in possession of an ancient alphabet,

and that it was the same as the Rechang (Marsden, Friederich),
as the Kawi (Van der Tuuk), or most like the Lampong
(Kern), —all of which alphabets, with the Battak, Bugi, and
Macassar, are ultimately traceable to the ancient Cambojan
characters, With the Mohammedanconquest the Perso-Arabic

alphabet was introduced among the Malays ; it has continued
ever since to be in use for literary, religious, and business pur-

poses. Where Javanese is the principal language, Malay is

sometimes found written with Javanese characters ; and in Pa-
lembang, in the Menangkabo country of Middle Sumatra, the

Rechang or Renchong characters are in general use, so called

from the sharp and pointed knife with which they are cut on
the smooth side of bamboo staves. It is only since the Dutch
have established their supremacy in the archipelago that he
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Roman character has come to be largely used in "writing and
printing Malay. This is also the case in the Straits Settle-

ments.*

By the simplicity of its phonetic elements, the regularity of

its grammatical structure, and the copiousness of its nautical

vocabulary, the Malay language is singularly well-fitted to be
the lingua franca throughout the Indian archipelago. It

possesses the five vowels, a, i, u. e, o, both short and long, and
one pure diphthong au. Its consonants are k, g, rig, ch,j, ,fi

t, d, n, p, b, m, ?/, r, I, w, s, h. Long vowels can only occur in

open syllables. The only possible consonantal nexus in pure-

ly Malay words is that of a nasal and mute, a liquid and mute
and vice versa, and a liquid and nasal. Final k and h are all

but suppressed in the utterance. Purely Arabic letters are

only used in Arabic words, a great number of which have been
received into the Malay vocabulary. But the Arabic charac-

ter is even less suited to Malay than to the other Eastern
languages on which it has been foisted. As the short vowels

are not marked, one would, in seeing, e, [/., the word bntng,

think first of b'intang, a star; but the word might also mean a

large scar, to throw down, to spread, rigid, mutilated, enceinte,

a kind of cucumber, a redoubt, according as it is pronounced
hantang, banting, bentang, buntang, buntung, banting, bonteng,

bent 'en g.

Malay is essentially, with few exceptions, a dissyllabic lan-

guage, and the syllabic accent rests on the penultimate unless

that syllable is open and short; e, g., datang, namaila, besar,

diumpatkanfialah. Nothing in the form of a root word indi-

cates the grammatical category to which it belongs ; thus,

kdsih, kindness, affectionate, to love; ganti, a proxy, to ex-

change, instead of. It is only in derivative words that this

vagueness is avoided. Derivation is effected by infixes, pre-

fixes, affixes, and reduplication. Infixes occur more rarely in

Malay than in the cognate tongues. Examples are

—

guruh,

a rumbling noise, gumuruh, to make such a noise; tunjak, to

point, telling uk, the forefinger ; chuchnk, to pierce, cheruehuk,

No. The Soman character has not yet been adopted in the Straits

Settlements, either in the Government Vernacular Schools, or by the .Native

Press.

En.
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a stockade. The import of the prefixes —me (meng, men.,

men, mem), pe (peng, pen, pen, pern), ber, (bel), per, pel, ka,

di, ter, —and affixes —an, kan, i, lah —will best appear from
the following examples : root word ajar, to teach, to learn ;

mengdjar, to instruct (expresses an action) ; belajar, to study

(state or condition) ; mengdjar i. to instruct (some one, trans.) ;

•meng ajar kan, to instruct (in something, causjxtiYe);pengdjar, the

instructor ;peldjar, the learner
;

pengajdran, the lesson taught,

also the school ;pelajdran, the lesson learnt; clidjar, to be learnt

terajar, learnt ; temjarhan, taught ; terjvjdri, instructed ; \_per-

dja; (from raja, prince), to recognize as prince; perajdkan, to

crown as prince ; karajaan, royalty] ; djarkanlah, teach S Ex-
amples of reduplicatiou are

—

ajar-ajar, a sainted person ; djar-

berdjar, (or belajar), to be learning and teaching by tarns ;

similarly there are forms like ajar -meng ajar, berdjar-ajdran,

ajar-ajdri, memperajar, memperdjarkan, memperajdri, terbel-

djarkan, perbeldjarkan, &c. Altogether there are upwards of

a hundred possible derivative forms, in the idiomatic use of

which the Malays exhibit much skill. See especially II. von De-
wall, Be vormveranderingcii der Maleische taal, Batavia, 1861-;

and J. Pijnappel, Maleisch-Hollandsch Woordenboek, Amster-
dam, 1875, "Inleiding." In every other respect the language

is characterized by great simplicity and indefiniteness. There
is no inflexion to distinguish number, gender, or case, dum-
ber is never indicated when the sense is obvious or can be

gathered from the context; otherwise plurality is expressed by
adjectives such as sagdla, all, and hdniik, many, more rarely by
the repetition of the noun, and the indefinite singular by sa or

satu, one, with a class-word. Gender may, if necessary, be dis-

tinguished by the words laki-laki, male, and perampuan, fe-

male, in the case of persons, and of ' jantan and betlna in the case

of animals. The genitive case is generally indicated by the

position of the word after its governing noun. Also adjectives

and demonstrative pronouns have their places after the noun.
Comparison is effected by the use of particles. Instead of the

personal pronouns, both in their full and abbreviated forms,

conventional nouns arc in frequent use to indicate the social

position or relation of the respective interlocutors, &s,e,g.,

hamba tuan, the master's slave, i. €., I. These nouns vary ac-

cording to the different localities. Another peculiarity of
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Malay (and likewise of Chinese, Shan, Taking, Burmese, and
Siamese) is the nse of certain class-words or coefficients with
numerals, such as orang (man), when speaking of persons, ekor
(tail) of animals, keping (piece) of flat things, biji (seed) of

roundish things ; e, g., lima biji telor, five eggs. The number
of these class-words is considerable. Malay verbs have neither
person or number nor mood or tense. The last two are some-
times indicated by particles or auxiliary verbs ; but these are
generally dispensed with if the meaning is sufficiently plain
without them. The Malays avoid the building up of long sen-
tences. The two main rules by which the order of the words in a
sentence is regulated are —subject, verb, object; and qualify-
ing words follow those which they qualify. This is quite the
reverse of what is the rule in Burmese.

The history of the Malays amply accounts for the number
and variety of foreign ingredients in their language. Hindus
appear to have settled in Sumatra and Java as early as the 4th
century of our era, and to have continued to exercise sway
over the native populations for many centuries. These receiv-

ed from them into their language a very large number of Sans-
krit terms from which we can infer the nature of the civiliz-

ing influence imparted by the Hindu rulers. Not only in words
concerning commerce and agriculture, but also in terms con-
nected with social, religious, and administrative matters, that

influence is traceable in Malay. See W. E. Maxwell, Manual
of the Malay Language, 18^2, pp. 5-31, where this subject is

treated more fully than by previous writers. This Sanskrit

element forms such an integral part of the Malay vocabulary
that in spite of the subsequent infusion of Arabic and Persian
words adopted in the usual course of Mohammedan conquest
it has retained its ancient citizenship in the language. The
number of Portuguese, English, Dutch, and Chinese words in

Malay is not considerable; their presence is easily accounted
for by political or commercial contact.

The Malay language abounds in idiomatic expressions,

which constitute the chief difficulty in its acquisition. It is

sparing in the use of personal pronouns, and prefers imperson-
al and elliptical diction. As it is rich in specific expressions

for the various aspects of certain ideas, it is requisite to em-
ploy always the most appropriate term suited lo the particular
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aspect. In Maxwell's Manual, pp. 120 sq., no less than six-

teen terms are given to express the different kinds of striking,

as many for the different kinds of speaking, eighteen for the

various modes of carrying, &c. Au unnecessary distinction

has been made between High Malay and Low Malay. The
latter is no separate dialect at all, but a mere brogue or jargon,

the medium of intercourse between illiterate natives and Euro-
peans too indolent to apply themselves to the acquisition of

the language of the people ; its vocabulary is made up of Malay
words, with a conventional admixture of words from other

languages ; and it varies, not only in different localities, but

also in proportion to the individual speaker's acquaintance

with Malay proper. The use is different as regards the term
Jawi as applied to the Malay language. This has its origin

in the names Great Java and Lesser Java, by which the me-
diaeval Java and Sumatra were called, and it accordingly

means the language spoken along the coasts of the two great

islands.

Malay is probably spoken with greatest purity in the Rhio-

Lingga Archipelago and in the independent states of Perak
and Kedah, on the western coast of the peninsula of Malacca.

In other states of the peninsula (Johor, Tringganu, Kelantan)
dialectical divergencies both as to pronunciation and the use

of words have been noted. The most important and the most
interesting of all the Malay dialects is that of Menangkabo
(Menangkarbau) in the residency of Fading and in IJpper

Jambi, in Central Sumatra. It abounds in diphthongs, and
prefers vocalic to consonantal terminations, thus changing fi-

nal al and ar into a\ il and ir into iye, ul and ur into uwe, as

and at into e\ us into uwi ; final a mostly passes into 3, so that

for suddra and suddgar they say sudero, sudego ; the emphatic
-lah is turned into -malah or malah lid ; the prefixes ber

,
per,

ter are changed into bd, pa, td, or bdrd, para, tara. Among
other changes in pronunciation may be noted urang for orang

,

mungko for maka, lai for Idgi ; they use nan for gang, ria' for

hendak, deh for oleh, ba' for bdgai, paiior pergi, ko' lovjikalau,

&c. In some districts of Menangkabo (Falembang, Lebong)
the Henchong character is in general use in writing this dia-

lect, for which purpose it is far better suited than the Arabic.

As early as 182.2 a small tract on the customs and traditions
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of Moko-Moko, in this dialect, was printed with a translation

at Bencoolen. But it is only in recent years that the Dutch
have commenced to pay the dialect the attention it deserves,

by publishing texts, with transliteration and translations and
supplying other materials for its investigation. See the

Transactions and Journal of the Asiatic Societies of Batayia
and the Hague the Indische^ Gids, and more especially the
philological portion, by A. L. van Hasselt, of Midden- Sumatra,
iii. 1 (Leyden, 1880), where also the best and fullest account
of the Ilenchong character is to be found. Of other Malay dia-

lects in Sumatra, only the one spoken at Achih (Achin)

deserves mention : in Java
:i
the Batavian dialect shows the most

marked peculiarities. The numerous and greatly divergent

dialects spoken in the Molucca Islands (valuable information

on which has been supplied by F. S. A. de Clercq, G. W. W.
C. van Hoevell, and A. van Ekris) and in Timor differ so

materially from the Malay of the peninsula of the Menangka-
bo that they cannot be called Malay dialects at all ; whereas
the Malay spoken in some parts of the Minahassa (Celebes)

scarcely differs from Malay proper.

There is no grammar of Malay by a native writer with the

sole exception of a small tract of 70 pages, entitled Bustdnu
'tkatibm, by Raja Ali Hajji of Phio, which was lithographed

in the island of Pefiengal in 1857. A. Pigafetta, who accom-
panied Magellan in his first voyage round the globe, was the

first European whose vocabulary of Malay words (450) has

come down to us. Next in the field were the Dutch, who
provided a medium of intercourse between their traders and
the Malays. F. Hol t tman j

's Vocabulary and Conrersations, in

Dutch, Malay, and Malagasy, appeared at Amsterdam in 1603 :

and it may be noted that the Malay spoken in those days does

not appear to have materially altered since. The same dia-

logues appeared in English and Malay in 1(314. Since then

numerous grammars, dictionaries, and conversation books have

been brought out by English and Dutch writers. As the best

helps at present available for the study of -Malay may be recom-

mended W. E. Maxwell's Manual of the Malay Language, Lon-

don, 1882 (especially valuable for its full Treatment of the

idioms) ; P. Favre, Grammaire de la langne Malaise, Vienna

and Paris, 1876; and Dictionnaire fflalais-Frangais, ih., 1875,
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2 vols. : Dictionnaire Francais-JIaiais, ib., 1880, 2 vols. : J. J.

be Hollander, Handleiding bij de beoefening der Maleische taal

en leiierkuv.de, Breda, 1882: J. Pijxappel, Maleische Spraak-

kunst, Hague. 1866 ; and Makisck-Hollandsch Woordenboek,

Amsterdam, 1875. The printing- of Yox Dewall's Dictionary.

edited bv H. N. van der Tuuk, is 'still in progress at Batavia.

Literature. —There are two kinds of Malay popular litera-

ture —tlie one in prose, the other in poetry. The former com-

prises the proverbs, the latter the '' pantuns."" i{ Agriculture,

hunting, fishing, boating, and wood-craft are the occupations

or accomplishments which furnish most of the illustrations,

and the number of beasts, bird.?, fishes, and plants named in a

collection of Malay proverbs will be found to be considerable"

(W. E. Maxwell, Malay Proverbs). H. C. Xlixkert, pub-

lished a collection in the Bijdragen tot de taallcunde van N. I.

(Journal of the Asiatic Society of the Hague) for 1866, pp. 39

-87. See also J. Habbema on the Menangkabo proverbs, in

vols. xxv. and xxvi. of the Bataviah Tijdschrift, and Favre's

Dictionnaire Malais-Francais, passim. The pantuns are im-

provised poems, generally (though not necessarily) of four

lines, in which the first and third and the second and fourth

rhyme. They are mostly love poems ; and their chief peculi-

arity is that the meaning intended to be conveyed is expressed

in the second couplet, whereas the first contains a simile or

distant allusion to the second, or often has, beyond the rhyme,

no connexion with the second at all. The Malays are fond of

reciting such rhymes " in alternate contest for several hours,

the preceding pantun furnishing the catchword to that which

follows, until one of the parties be silenced or vanquished.""

See T. J. Newbold, Account of the British Settlements in the

Straits of Malacca, vol. ii. 346 : Klinkert in the Bijdragen for

1868, pp 309-70: L. K. Harmsen in the Tijdschrift, vol.

xxi. pp. 480-533 (Menangkabo). If the Malays have kept

entirely aloof from the influences of Islam in this the most
characteristic part of their literature, they have almost equally

preserved their independence in the other departments. Xot
that this may be considered entirely to their credit ; for, if

they had endeavoured to infuse into their writings some of the

spirit of Arabic and Persian historiography, poetry, and fiction,

it could not but have benefited the character of their own liter-
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ary productions. As it is their histories and chronicles are a

strange motley of truth and fiction ; their poems and novels
lack coherence and imagination,, and are singularly monoton-
ous and devoid of that spirit of: chivalry which pervades the
corresponding branches of literature among the leading na-
tions of Islam. As Malay copyists are much given to making
arbitrary changes, it happens that no two MSS. agree, and
that of many a popular work different recensions exist, which,
moreover, often go by different names. This circumstance
greatly tends to increase the difficulties of editing Malay texts.

Works on specially Mohammedansubjects (theology, law, ethics,

mysticism) are of course only imitations of Arabic or Persian
originals ; there are also numerous novels and poems treating

of purely Mohammedanlegends. But not only is there trace-

able in many of these a slight undercurrent of Hinduism and
even pre-Hinduism; the Malays possess also, and indiscriminate-

ly read along with their Mohammedanbooks, quite as many
works of fiction of purely Hindu origin. The want, however,
of political cohesion, and of a national spirit among tribes so

scattered as the Malays are, which could have favoured the

growth of a national epic or national songs, sufficiently ac-

counts for the absence from their literature of any productions

of this class, such as exist in Bugi and Macassar literature.

The most popular of their poetical productions are the Sha'ir

Ken Tambuhan, Sha'ir Biddsdri, Sha'ir Jauhar JUdnikam and
Sha'ir Abdu'lmuluk, all of which have been printed. Among
the prose works there are various collections of local laws and
customs (undang-undang) , chronicles (such as the Sajarat ma-
lay n), books on ethics (the best are the Makota sagdla raj'a-rd-

ja, and the Bustdnu' ssaldtin, and a very large number of works
of fiction and legendary lore, some of which possess much des-

criptive power. They all bear the title Hikayat, and the fol-

lowing are the best-known : H. Hang Tilah, H. Hamzah, H.
Ismd Yatim, H. Jumjiimah, H. Bakhtiydr (Sad ah Bakhtin,

GholamJ, H. Slmiskin, H. Sultan Ibrahim, H. Sri Rama, H.
Pandawa lima. Several of these and many other works not

mentioned here have appeared in print (with or without trans-

lation) chiefly in Holland, Batavia, and Singapore, and extracts

have been given in the various Malay chrestomathies by
Dulaurier, De Hollander, Niemann, Yan der Tuuk, Gra-
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shuis, and in Marsden's Malay Grammar. The best recent Ma-
lay writer was ' Abdullah ibx ' Abdelkadir Munshi of Singa-

pore, who died, it is said of poison, at Mecca, some eight and
twenty years ago. His autobiography, " Journey to Kelantan,"

and " Pilgrimage to Mecca " are patterns of Malay style, though

the author's contact with educated Europeans is traceable in

them, while his translation (from the Tamil version) of the

Panchatantra is free from such influence.

Malay literature is fairly represented in England in the Bri-

tish Museum, the India Office, and the Royal Asiatic Society,

and descriptive catalogues of the Malay MSS. in each of these

libraries are available. See Niemann in the Bijdragen, iii. 6,

p. 96-101 ; Van der Tuuk in Tijdschrift voor Ned. Indie for

1849, i. p. 385-400, and in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic

Society, new series, ii. p, 85-135. An account of the Leyden
collection, by J. Pijnappel, is given in the Bijdragen, iii. 5, pp.
142-178. The finest collection of Malay MSS., upwards of

400 volumes, is in the library of the Asiatic Society of Batavia.

See L. W. C. van den Berg, Verslag vaneene rerzameling Ma-
leische, 8fc P, handschriften, Batavia, 1877. If it had not been
for the loss, by fire, on their passage from India, of three hun-
dred Malay MSS., the property of the late Sir T. S. Raffles,
England would now boast of the largest assemblage of Malay
MSS. in the world. On Malay literature in general, compare
G. H. Werndly, Maleische Spraakkunst, Amsterdam, 1736,

pp. 227-357; E. Jacquet in the Nouveau Journal Asiatique,

vol. ix. (1832), pp, 97-132, and 222-253; T, J. Newbold,
British Settlements in the Straits of Malacca, 1839, vol. ii. pp.
215-368 ; E. Dulaurier, Memoire, lettres, et rapports, Paris,

1843 ; J. J. de Hollander, Handleiding bij de beoefening der

Maleische taak en letterkunde, Breda, 1882, pp. 277-388 ; and
G\ K. Niemann, in Bijdragen, iii. 1 (1866), pp. 113-46, 333
sq.

E. R,

[ The foregoing paper, which is extracted from the Encyclo-
paedia Britannica (1883) is from the pen of Dr. Reinhold
Rost, the learned librarian of the India Office Library, a

friend to Oriental research of every description.

Ed.]


